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Laboratory of Advanced Inorganic Synthesis
Professor, Graduate School of Science, 
Nagoya University
(Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi 
464-8602)
Lecture at ICR





Laboratory of Polymer Materials Science
Professor, Kyoto Institute of Technology
(Matsugasaki, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-8585)
Lecture at ICR





Laboratory of Bio-knowledge Engineering
Professor, Université Lille 1
(UFR de Mathématiques Cité Scientifique 
59655, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France)
Lecture at ICR
Multidimensional Fitting and Projection 
under Pairwise Distance Control
Vis Assoc Prof 
MATSUZAKI, Yuichiro
(Ph D)
Laboratory of Inorganic Photonics Materials
Research Scientist, Hybrid Nano-Structure 
Physics Research Group, NTT Basic 
Research Laboratories







Laboratory of Electron Microscopy and 
Crystal Chemistry
Associate Professor, Institute of Industrial 
Science, The University of Tokyo
(4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-8505)
Lecture at ICR
Materials Research Using Atomic- 
resolution Analysis and Machine Learning
Prof Em KANEHISA, Minoru (D Sc)
Appointed as Res (pt) at ICR,




Laboratory of Chemical Biology
Specially-appointed Professor, Graduate 
School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
Nagoya University








Laboratory of Organometallic Chemistry




Structurally Constrained Transition Metal 
Clusters by Using Linear Multidentate 





Laboratory of Polymer Controlled Synthesis
Professor, National Taiwan University
(No. 1, Sec. 4, Roosevelt Rd., Taipei 
10617, Taiwan (R.O.C.))
Lecture at ICR
Design and Synthesis of Novel  





Laboratory of Chemistry for Functionalized 
Surfaces
Senior Researcher, National Institute for 
Environmental Studies
(16-2 Onogawa, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 
305-8506)
Lecture at ICR





Laboratory of Bio-knowledge Engineering
Team Leader, AIST on Machine Learning
(2-3-26 Aomi, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-0064)
Lecture at ICR
Statistical Significance of Marker 
Combinations: Theory and Applications
